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VIEWS AND NEW EXPRESSIONS.
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States Government cannot do every thing ;it is utterly impos- ines to impose. The sentence con- in War and Reconstruction'.... plans
at a meeting, of the and misery the strike was \
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mean nothing else. Moreover, the esting way the story of love, ior has informed the Knights that and dockers, and thanked
brotherhood and American devo- there are thousands of men who Philip. O. F. M., for his
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rectly asserts editorially: It is the "process of increasing thefavorably impressed by the War information on all opportunities
Federal powers little by little, under pleas of utility and to do much more than ' 'encour- Council's motion picture review. on the land. The first announce- Alderman Peter de _~
necessity**.which account for their present alarming magni- age" education is so stronly evi- It gives the general public a vivid ment that the K.of C. were mak- was unanimously elected
tude, 'and which, if persisted in, will render ours the most dent in the Smith-Towner bill and interesting account of the ing a survey of thisfieldresulted of Kilkenny for the seeoed
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obnoxious bureaucratic Government on earth.' '
work done for our country by out in inquiries from scores of sol- In returning thanks the*
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tion the field of education as one in which the tendency to- Government in so sacred a mat- lains, but also by our devoted The Knights do not find any unwards centralization is apt to produce particularly obnoxious ter will refuse to be convinced by nuns, by laymen and lay women-' willingness on the part of the! said that he was a loyal
results, Mr. Ciark and the Post Dispatch do. Speaking of the arguments such as those advanc- yes, and by our chilnren too. I men to work in agriculture but a of Ireland. When elected
Kenyon Americanization bill, which, though not nearly so ed by the Sherburne County hope to have this film exhibited desire for specific information re- last year Mr. de Loughrey .. _ _
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ef the other more comprehensive measure, the Pulitzer news- -the one to shirk personal and The motion picture tells of the This information will be supplied received £3,883 as a reenkef 1
paper says: "However lagging the state school system may direct obligations in the matter fulfillment of the pledge of the by the projected K-C service as
be in some of states, no greater calamity could befall this of education, and the other, to American Hierarchy, speaking in also weekly summary guides to church collectionsin Dublin,
country than to have a Federal system substituted... It is foster centralization of power in the name of the American Cath- production,' through the rural diocese on behalf of the a
necessary in great emergencies that the Government be em-, the hands of the Federal Govern-* olic people, to the President of press. It is estimated that fully children of Central Europ
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